
 

PRC DRM Removal for Kindle Android Books 

Posted by Jonny Greenwood on 10/22/2013 1:38:35 AM. 

AZW is the format of Kindle eBooks purchased from Amazon Store. Usually, if a 

Kindle Android App users sync the purchased books into their Android phones, 

those books will be PRC format. 

But if you can't directly use Kindle DRM Removal to decrypt them, and you cannot 

even remove DRM from them with serial number because the Kindle DRM 

Removal has no clue for decrypting your PRC books exported from Kindle Android 

app. 

This article is going to tell you the correct way to remove DRM from PRC 

files which exported from Kindle Android app. 

1Get the tool ready 

To remove AZW3 files DRM, you only need two programs: 

1. Kindle DRM Removal 

Click the buttons below to directly download the tool then install it. 

    

2. Patched Kindle Android app 

Click the link above to download it and please use this patched app to replace the 

official version on your Android Phone. 

Only with this patched Kindle Android app we can get the clue for removing DRM 

from PRC files. 

2Find the PIDs of your Kindle Android books 

Run the patched Kindle Android App and ignore any warning from some cellphone 

security apps, this patched version changed some codes upon the original official 

version, but it definitely won't harm your cellphone. 

Login your Amazon ID and sync purchased Kindle books to local, randomly open 

some of them to generate the PIDs which would help us decrypt PRC files. 

Enter "Info --- About --- PID List" to check the PIDs. 
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3Load the AZW3 files into Kindle DRM Removal 

Plug your Android Phone to computer and explore this path "[Your cellphone's 

storage root]/Android/data/com.amazon.kindle/files/". All your downloaded 

Kindle PRC books are saved in this folder. 

Run Kindle DRM Removal, then directly import the PRC files from the Android 

Phone storage. 

4Remove DRM from PRC files 

Here is the key-step, don't click "Remove DRM" by hurry. Instead, please click 

"Setup" at first and you will see the information below. 

 

Click "Use Kindle Serial Number (or PIDs)" and input the PIDs in the blank, we've 

already got the number in step 2. 

Note: There might be several PID digits displayed in your Kindle Android app, 

please input all of them into the blank and pay attention to the case shifts. 
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Click "OK" to confirm the setting and here comes the last step, "Remove DRM". 

 

Now all your DRM PRC files are decrypted successfully. With this method, you can 

remove DRM from PRC files without having a Kindle device or Kindle for desktop 

applications. In another words, you can remove Kindle DRM from Android tablets 

and phones. 

 

This PDF is generated upon http://www.epubor.com/prc-drm-removal-for-kindle-

android-books.html, the original author is Epubor. 
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